Electrostatic Sprayers

Victory Electrostatic Handheld Sprayer
- Provide an electrical charge to the solution, providing wrap around, effective and even coverage
- Uses less solution, saving you money
- Portable and easy to operate, cover large areas efficiently
- Minimal downtime and saves time on labor
- Price - $749.99/each

#24431210

BruTab 6S Disinfecting Tablets
- Use with handheld sprayer
- 200 tablets/tub, 6 tubs/case (1200 tablets total)
- 1 tablet makes one quart of solution
- Clear, slight chlorine fragrance
- Price - $229.49/case

#2093425

**Effective against COVID-19**
Available for pre-sale, expected stock in August & September
Electrostatic Sprayers

Victory Electrostatic Backpack Sprayer
- Provide an electrical charge to the solution, providing wrap around, effective and even coverage
- 2.5 gallon capacity
- Portable and easy to operate, cover large areas efficiently
- Minimal downtime and saves time on labor
- Price - $1,749.49/each

BruTab 6S Disinfecting Tablets
- Use with backpack sprayer
- 256 tablets/tub, 2 tubs/case (512 tablets total)
- 1 tablet makes 2.5 gallons of solution
- Clear, slight chlorine fragrance
- Price - $249.49/case

**Effective against COVID-19**
Available for pre-sale, expected stock in August & September